
THE GEOGRAPHY FRONT – A World Geography Tournament 

MODERATOR: Rounds consist of 30 questions. There are 3 tiebreakers to be used only in case of a tie. If for any reason a tossup 
needs to be thrown out, please request a replacement from the tournament director. This tournament uses an early-answer reward 
system called “boost marks.” A correct answer given as a result of a buzz made as the boldened text is read will be rewarded with 20 
points, all other answers will receive 10 points. Incorrect answers given before the end of the question will receive a 5-point penalty. 

Round 2 

1. The northern edge of this neighborhood houses the notorious prison, the Barberousse (bar-ber-OOS), which was a 
center of deprivation in its nation’s independence war. Over three hundred of the historic structures that make up 
this neighborhood have collapsed, and nearly half of those remaining are at risk or severely dilapidated. Its Dar 
Khedaoudj el-Amia (he-DAWJ el-a-MEE-ya) houses its nation’s Museum of Popular Arts and Traditions, and its 
ornate palace Dar Hassan Pacha is adjacent to a former church, the Djemaa Ketchoua. (je-MA ke-CHOO-wa) Its Dar 
Aziza Palace houses its nation’s archaeological agency. This densely populated quarter whose center is the Djemaa Lihoud 
(je-MA li-HOOD) Market has a name that originally indicated the highest point of a medina, but this current area occupies a 
steep slope between the old port of Icosium and the palace of the Dey, and is named for its citadel. FTP, name this Ottoman-
era hillside district known for its extremely narrow, mazelike alleyways which overlooks the marketplace of Algiers. 

Answer: the Kasbah of Algiers 

2. The southernmost hill in a city known as the “gateway to” this physiographic region hosts the Karthika Light in late 
autumn, and is the Arunachala (a-ru-na-CHA-la). The Pennai Aaru is one of its only northward-flowing rivers; 
another river exits this landform via the Hogenakkal (ho-GHEN-a-kal) Falls. Its principal rock type comprises the ruins 
of Patadkal, and was hollowed into a series of Buddha statues in its Caves of Ajanta. This region contains the Kollur Mine, 
the source of a gem named for the house of Wittelsbach (VI-tels-bok), as well as the Koh-i-noor Diamond. Basaltic “traps” 
that make up this landform are associated with a gradual decline in biodiversity that preceded the K/T extinction. This plateau 
extends from the Vindhya Range south of the river Narmada and is bisected by the Godavari (go-da-VA-ree) River. FTP, 
name this large plateau found in south-central India. 

Answer: Deccan Plateau 

3. The principal edifice that was part of this structure contained an underfloor heating system called an ondol, which 
released its fumes through chimneys over its Amisan gardens. Lionlike figures known as haetae festoon this location 
and guard against fires from Mt. Bukak, which lies immediately to its north. The Dong-sipjagak (dong-sip-ja-gak) 
Tower guards the southeast approaches to this complex that contains a tapered five-layered pagoda on a marble pedestal at its 
northeastern end that houses a folk museum. The Wongak Pavilion was moved from Kaesong to this location that survived a 
fire during the Imjin War as well as a peasant revolt. The Gwanghamun Gate is the main entrance to this structure built by 
Taejon, who dwelled in its Geunjeongjeon (gyun-jong-jon). FTP, name this royal residence of the Choson dynasty, the 
national palace of Korea located in Seoul. 

Answer: Gyeongbokgung Palace or Northern Palace 

4. The Otomi name for this place means “place of metals,” while another people knew it as Paxtitlan (pax-ti-TLAN), the 
“place of Spanish moss.” The main road through this city, the Balaunzarán (ba-lon-za-RAN), runs for nearly two 
miles underground, following the course of its namesake river, as this city’s layout is mostly too steep for vehicles. Its 
Tepetapa Cemetery contains the largest collection of mummies in the Americas. A tragic romance taking place in a narrow 
alleyway in its Cerro del Gallo gave rise to its legend of its Alley of the Kiss. Its Cerro de Cubilete exhibits a statue of 
Christo Rey that marks its nation’s center. This Tarascan city is also known for the San Cayetano (ka-ye-TA-no) and La 
Valenciana (la va-len-si-AN-a) churches, which also name its wealthiest mines, one of which contains the 2,000-foot-deep 
Boca del Infierno shaft. This city’s Alhondiga de Granaditas (a-lon-DI-ga de gra-na-DI-tas) was the second fortress taken by 
Miguel Hidalgo following San Miguel de Allende. FTP, name this Mexican silver mining town and capital of a namesake 
state whose Baroque basilica in the Plaza de la Paz contains a namesake jewel-encrusted virgin. 

Answer: Guanajuato 

5. The Cerrito del Callo (se-RI-to del KA-yo) Cone and the Morucu Dome lie on this mountain. A mass wasting event 
that buried the Chillos (CHEE-yos) Valley began on this peak and was its nation’s worst. The name of this mountain 
refers to a crescent lake found near its crater, and means “moon neck.” Climbers begin ascending this peak at the José 
Ribas Refuge, after which they ascend Heartbreak Ramp to Ariste Yanasacha (a-RI-ste ya-na-SA-cha). A layer of ash 
beneath the lakes of Las Cajas National Park marks the first historical eruption of this peak. The summits of Illizina (i-yi-ZI-
na) and Antesana (an-te-SA-na) are visible to its west and north. The city of Latacunga (la-ta-CUN-ga) keeps getting wiped 



out by lahars originating on this peak, which are especially dangerous if they reach the Guayllabamba (gwa-ya-BAM-ba) 
River. Frank Church portrayed this mountain above a lake displaying a cross formed by the setting sun. FTP, name this 
second tallest Ecuadorian volcano which is still active, unlike Chimborazo (chim-bo-RA-zo). 

Answer: Cotopaxi 

6. Two mountains east of this city are named Little Marlene and Big Marlene, and are accessed from Circus Lake. An 
art museum in this city’s Kissarneqqortuunnguaq (ki-sar-ne-kor-TOON-gwak) district contains the largest collection 
of Emanuel Petersen paintings, and it contains a sculpture of the orphan Kassassuuk (ka-sa-SOOK). Navigators 
looking for this city are guided by the landmark Hart’s Antlers formation, also known as Hjortetakken (hyor-te-TA-ken), and 
the island Sermitsiaq (ser-MITS-yak). Though much of this city’s architecture is dominated by long row concrete apartment 
blocks, its wavy Katuaq (KA-twak) Cultural Center was designed to evoke a phenomenon known locally as the selamiut 
(SEH-la-myut), and its seaside Myggedalen (MIH-ghe-da-len) district contains colorful clapboard houses evocative of its 
colonizing culture. Before arriving in this city, ships pass the ruins of Vesterbygden (VES-ter-big-den), or the “Western 
Settlement.” FTP, name this city whose Danish name comes from a fjord of the Davis Strait and means “Good Hope,” the 
home of the Landsting Parliament and the capital of Kalaallit Nunaat (ka-LA-lit nu-NAT) on Greenland. 

Answer: Nuuk or Godthåb 

7. The central portion of this river flows beneath the Eola Hills. Its left tributaries include one that flows over the Ki-a-
kuts Falls, named for a chief of the Atafalati (a-ta-fa-LA-ti) People, and one whose English name the Long Tom River, 
refers to a band of the Chelamela (che-la-MEH-la). A boulder in Alton Baker Park on this river preserves its indigenous 
name, which means “rippling and fast.” Most of this river’s indigenous population was removed to the Grand Ronde 
Reservation along its Yamhill tributary, including the Calapooya (ka-la-POO-ya). A network of waterfalls in its basin is 
found along Silver Creek, which feeds its most important tributary, the Santiam. A downstream city on this river sees this 
river split by Sauvie Island shortly after meeting the Clackamas and includes its St. John Bridge. FTP, name this river which 
passes through Eugene and Salem and meets the Columbia River at Portland, whose valley hosts the dominant agricultural 
corridor of Oregon. 

Answer: Willamette River 

8. The outer northeast perimeter of this location hosts the Fontana de la Tiare. The Church of San Lorenzo in Piscibus 
(pi-SKI-bus) and the Galleria Savelli overlook this location from the east. The arms of the Chigi (KEE-jee) are 
displayed on a base for a structure in the center of this place. In the construction of this place, the south side of this structure 
was restricted by the Porta Cavallegeri (ka-va-le-JE-ri). Carlo Maderno designed a fountain at this location that taps the 
Acqua Paola Aqueduct and is one of the foci of its ovato tondo, which along with a structure at its center forms a gnomon. 
This location west of the Borgo contains an obelisk that was taken from Heliopolis (he-li-O-po-lis) by Caligula, which sits at 
its center which is surrounded by four rows of Doric columns designed by Gianlorenzo (jan-lo-REN-zo) Bernini and 
approached by the Via de Conciliazione (wi-ya de kon-chi-lia-tsi-O-ne). FTP, name this plaza designed under the patronage 
of Alexander XII, the chief space of the Vatican City. 

Answer: St. Peter’s Square (prompt on “Vatican City)” 

9. As this city grew, it relocated the native village of Dugbeo to a place known as the forest of fruit bats, which is now its 
middle-class neighborhood of Commikro. This city’s French minority is found in its suburbs of Cocody and Riviera. 
Banco National Park protects a rainforest in this city’s Attécoubé (AH-te-koob) Commune. Adjamé (ah-ja-MEH) is a slum in 
the north part of this city, but also its main transportation hub. Rinaldo Olivieri designed a balcony-terraced concrete pyramid 
in this city, and Aldo Spiritom designed the curved prism of its Cathedrale St. Paul. The Vridi Canal breaches a sandbar 
separating this city from the sea, granting access to its Port Bovét. A colonial capital of its nation was this city’s suburb of 
Grand Bassam, and this former Tchaman fishing village became its nation’s third capital after it was moved from Bingerville. 
This city’s central business district of Le Plateau is connected to Treichville by the Houphoët-Boigny (hoo-foo-WAY boi-
NYEE) Bridge, which spans the Ebrié Lagoon. FTP, name this largest city in Côte d’Ivoire. 

Answer: Abidjan 

10. This city’s main market districts include the Liulichang, a tile and craft market, as well as the Russian market at 
Yabao Lu. The Miyun Reservoir is one water source for this city, while the Yongling River is a historic flood hazard. 
Yuquan Hill and a chain of springs in the Fragrant Hills supply water to this city’s center, which includes Song-li park on 
Yingtai Island within a lake known as this city’s Southern Sea. The surrounding Jundu and Yan Mountains form an enclave 
that is known as the “Bay of” this city, which is drained by the Chaobai. This city was arranged along a central axis passing 
through Jingshan Park and the neighborhood of Tianqiao (tyan-tsiao), which are north and south of a large structure that 



contains the Hall of Imperial Zenith and the Gate of Celestial Harmony. FTP, name this city that contains the Marco Polo 
Bridge and the Forbidden City, the capital of China. 

Answer: Beijing or Peking 

11. A people in this country use the endonym Atoni and use a tongue referred to as “the language of the dry.” Bunak is an 
allochthonous language spoken in this country’s west. This nation administers the former island-of-exile Atauro, 
which is now a resort center, and a beach called Baucau is popular there despite its population of crocodiles. The 
aforementioned Baikeno-speakers live in the sandalwood-forested exclave of Oecussi Ambeno (we-KU-si Am-BEE-no) in 
this nation. Most of its rain falls on the range of Mt. Tatamailau (ta-ta-MAI-lau), its highest point. Inhabitants of this nation’s 
capital speak a creole version of Tetun with many Portuguese borrowings. FTP, name this nation on the Arafura Sea with 
capital Dili. 

Answer: East Timor 

12. One river in these mountains begins at the Eye of the Chestnut Horse and flows through the Vermosh Gorge of 
Kalmendi. Two national epics, the Highland Lute and the Kreshnik Epos take place in these mountains. The Syri i 
Kaltër (SEE-ri eh KAL-tar) is a blue spring in their Thethi National Park which is encountered en-route to Valbonë 
(val-BO-na). Another route across this range begins in Gusinje (goo-SIN-ye), passes Lake Plav and ends in Rugova 
Gorge. Villages of the Shala and Shoshi tribes contain lock-in towers known as kullas in these mountains, the only safe haven 
from the gjakmarrja (hak-MAR-ya) feuds governed by the Canon of Lek Dukagjin (doo-ka-GYIN). The Vau i Dejës (vow-
ee-DAY-as) Dam holds back the waters of Lake Fierza in these mountains drained by the Ibar and Moraca (mo-RA-tsa) that 
contain the peaks of the Ðeravica (je-ra-VI-tsa) and Zla Kolata, and climax at Maja Jezercë (MA-ya ye-ZER-tsa). FTP, name 
these rugged mountains north of the Drin River that straddle the border between Albania and Montenegro. 

Answer: the Accursed Mountains or Prokletije or Bjeshkët e Nemuna or the Albanian Alps (prompt on “Dinaric Alps” or 
“Northern Albanian Mountains” before “Gusinje” is read) 

13. This city, founded on the homeland of the Humbu and Teke, spreads southeastward from the Malebo Pool. A district 
of this city contains the Limete Tower. Most of this city’s European population inhabits its hillside community of 
Binza or the district of Gombe adjacent to its industrial port Ndombe. A device called TRICO I was built at a university 
on Mont Amba in this city that was Africa’s first nuclear reactor. The Ngaliema (nga-LYE-ma) commune on the Lukungu 
River contains its Camp Tchatchi military base as well the former home of its commander, the Marble Palace. Much of 
northern portion of this Lingala-speaking city’s commune of Bandalungwa (ban-da-LUNG-wa) displays Flemish 
architectural themes. Its urban core is found north of the Kasavubu (ka-sa-VOO-boo) Hills and is the southernmost of the pair 
of the world’s closest international capitals. FTP, name this massive city once called Leopoldville, the capital of the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo. 

Answer: Kinshasa 

14. The Amparihy (am-pa-REE-hee) Lake was this site’s main source of water. The eastern portion of this site preserves 
medicinal trees called zahana, which along with its ficus and dracaena were spared the deforestation of its 
surrounding countryside and were royal symbols. It contained a zebu pit for ritual sacrifices. Trenches called 
hadivory (ha-dee-VO-ree) and gates like Andakana (an-da-KA-na) and Miandravahiny (myan-dra-va-HEE-nee), which 
were sealed by stone disks, were part of its fortifications. It acquired a name meaning “home of the guinea birds” from its 
first occupant, who governed the state of Avaradramo (a-va-ra-DRA-mo). This site, which contains several Vazimba tombs, 
is split into three palaces, and preserves the royal tombs of Mahandrihono (ma-han-dri-HO-no), the house of 
Andrianampoinimerina (an-dri-a-nam-poi-nee-ma-REE-na) and the palace of Ranavalona (ra-na-va-LO-na) II. FTP, name 
this sacred hill and palace complex, an example of its nation’s Rova architecture, located northeast of Antananarivo (an-ta-
na-na-REE-vo), the spiritual center of Madagascar. 

Answer: Ambohimanga 

15. This river is first crossed by the double deck Rollemberg-Vuollo Bridge. In its first four hundred miles it absorbs 
tributaries like the Sucuriú and Pardo from the Serra da Maracaju (Se-ra da ma-ra-KA-ju) after a river that flows 
through Itumbiara (i-tum-bi-YA-ra) joins the Rio Grande at the Salteiro Island Reservoir to create it. This river flows 
past the ruined missions of Jesús de Tavarangue (je-SUS de ta-va-RAN-ghe) and Santíssima Trinidad (san-TI-si-ma 
tri-ni-DAD) near Encarnación (en-kar-na-si-ON) as it forms the southern border of Itapúa (i-ta-POO-a) Department. That 
city’s low-lying areas were flooded out by the construction of its Yaciretá (ya-si-re-TA) Dam. Forests dominate the banks of 
this river until it reaches Corrientes, where it enters the Esteros de Ibero, a savanna. Its lower course is mostly found south of 



a structure that drowned its Guaíra (GWAY-ra) Falls, the Itaipu Dam. FTP, name this river which joins the Uruguay to form 
the Rio de la Plata which is named for a people of the Central Plateau of Brazil, not a ferocious fish. 

Answer: Paraná River 

16. A maritime gateway town for this park contains a notable Milodon Cave visited by Charles Darwin. Pingo Lake lies 
beneath Zapata Peak in this location’s west, which is covered by the Gray and Tyndall Glaciers. Amarga Lake is the 
principal land-based entrance point to this protected area, and the starting point of its “W” route, which leads to a 
viewpoint in the Frances Valley below an arête known as the Aleta de Tiburón. Máscara, Hojo and Agostini are lesser-
known formations of this area’s principal feature, which first bore the name Cleopatra’s Needles. This park’s interconnected 
Pehoe and Sermiento Lakes eventually drain into Last Hope Sound, which was named by the lost captain Juan Ladrillero (la-
dri-YE-ro) attempting to find the Strait of Magellan. This park is named from the Tehuelche for “blue,” which applies to its 
range of iconic glacier-carved spires which stand above Lake Nordenskjöld (NOR-den-skyold). FTP, name this national park 
in southern Chile. 

Answer: Torres del Paine National Park 

17. Port Meadow is a source for much of the Bronze Age material of this city’s main museum. This city’s St. Frideswide 
Priory is its nation’s smallest cathedral. The initials of Thomas a Kempis are found 84 times on the ceiling of a library 
in this city. This city’s earliest structure is a tower of St. Michael’s Church on Cornmarket Street, its Saxon 
Romanesque. Another tower is that of St. George’s Church, which is now part of a prison in this city built by a governor also 
responsible for its Folly and Hythe bridges. An important literary circle once met at this city’s Eagle and Child public house 
and studied at a library whose collections are divided by Blackwell Hall and Weston and features the Radcliffe Camera, its 
Bodleian (Bod-LAY-an) Library. FTP, name this British university town containing the Ashmolean (ash-MO-le-an) Museum 
and Exeter, Magdalen, Balliol and Trinity Colleges located at the confluence of the Cherwell and Isis Rivers. 

Answer: Oxford 

18. Ek Luum and Chac Balam are ruins on this landmass, whose populations cut a channel through an eastern formation 
guarding it containing features called La Esmeralda, Tackle Box Canyon and Tres Cocos. Burning Water Lagoon and 
Punta Limón are located on the west side of this landmass. Survivors of the so-called Caste War populated its main 
settlement, which was supplemented by settlers from nearby Bacalar. The Hol Chan Cut is a gap in a formation off its 
southeast that provides access to the sea. This ring of white sand beaches surrounding a mangrove swamp is found south of 
the Xcalak (SHKA-lak) Peninsula and north of Caulker Island. A secret beach in this location is noted for its sinkholes and 
caves, and the Great Blue Hole is found on a reef off this island, the largest coral reef in the Northern Hemisphere. FTP, 
name this island east of Corozal Bay whose largest settlement is San Pedro, the largest island of Belize. 

Answer: Ambergris Cay 

19. The spring of this river is the Sakala. A palace on Bezawit Hill overlooks an outflow of this river, and its end below 
Tuti Island is overlooked by the Shambat Bridge. The wreckage of the Melik Gunboat is found in this river. This 
river’s first serious rapids are encountered at Famaka following its exit from the Choke Mountains. This river is diverted by 
the Al Rusyaris (al-ru-SYE-ris) and Sannar Dams to irrigate the cotton plantations of Al-Jazirah (al-ja-ZEE-rah) after 
absorbing the Dinder and Rihad, forming the southern border of the Butana. A gorge of this river near Debre Markos was the 
first to be given the name Grand Canyon, and is entered following its plunge over the Tis Issat following its exit from Lake 
Tana. The Great Ethiopian Renaissance Dam has dramatically reduced the flow of this river, leading to threats of war from 
Egypt. FTP, name this tributary that meets its main river, the White Nile, at Khartoum. 

Answer: Blue Nile or Bahr al-Azraq or Abay 

20. Much of the main tribe in these highlands has experienced forced relocations to the Kasalong Forest Reserve. The 
Buddhist Marma and Tenchungya (ten-CHUNG-ya) tribes inhabit this mostly shale bearing upland region whose 
highest point is Ren Tlang. The aforementioned Chakma people were native to this highland region, but many were 
displaced by the drowning of the Karnaphuli (kar-na-FOO-lee) Floodplain by the building of a dam at Kaptai. The 
Kaladan River Valley is on the east side of these hills named for a city whose abandoned ships provide an important source 
of metal for its nation. The Indian state of Mizoram lies on the east side of, FTP, what set of hills paralleling the Bay of 
Bengal overlooking Cox’s Bazaar, the namesake of a city that is the second largest in Bangladesh, and which also forms the 
eastern border with Myanmar? 

Answer: Chittagong Hills Tracts 



21. One city in this physiographic region contains the huge Hindu temple Sri Kamadchi Ampal in its Uentrop Industrial 
Park. That city also features a glass elephant created for a garden show in its former Maximilan Coal Mine that has 
become its symbol. Another city contains the Jarhunderthall (yar-HOON-der-thal), a concert hall in a former gas plant. A 
Mansion of Labor is part of its former Zech Zollern coal mine. The Villa Hugel is a Grunderzeit (GRUN-der-zeit) mansion in 
another city which is famous for its Zollverein (ZOL-ve-rain) Industrial Complex. The Lippe River crosses its areas of Kreis 
and Recklingshausen (REK-lings-hau-zen), and its Emscher was once an open sewer but now forms a greenbelt in this 
region. This valley’s namesake river rises at the Winterberg (VIN-ter-berg) and flows through Hagen and Witten (VI-ten). 
FTP, name this heavily urbanized valley of Nordrhein-Westphalia (NORD-rain-vest-FAIL-ya) extending from Duisberg to 
Hamm containing the industrial cities of Dortmund, Bochum and Essen, Germany’s most densely populated region. 

Answer: Ruhr Valley (prompt on “Nordrhein-Westphalia,” although that’s not a physiographic region). 

22. Universities in this city are in its neighborhoods of The Ivy and The Pine. The St. Lawrence Gap separates this city 
from its suburb of Oistins, whose Christ Parish Church is connected to a possibly Masonic legend concerning 
autokinetic coffins, the Chase Crypt. The Garrison Savannah also lies south of this city adjacent to a yellow plantation 
house which housed George Washington on his only international sojourn. Its Nidhe Israel Synagogue is one of the oldest in 
the Americas. This city’s St. Michael’s Cathedral, which keeps getting destroyed by hurricanes, is the source of the former 
name of this place. Needhams Point and Cheapside define this city’s harbor at Fontabelle, near where Independence Arch 
passes over its Careenage. The Constitution River flows into that harbor adjacent to its Pierhead. This city’s Browne’s Beach 
fronts its shipwreck-strewn Carlisle Bay. FTP, name this capital of Barbados. 

Answer: Bridgetown 

23. Highgate Cemetery in London contains a notable allochthonous occurrence of this species. An early treatment for 
leprosy involved the bark of this plant. Longer summer activity of the Cephalcia Tannouriensis (se-FAL-ki-ya ta-noo-
ri-YEN-sis) sawfly has devastated groves of this tree. This species’ brevifolia variant occurs in the Troodos Massif, though 
most of its habitat is found in the Taurus Mountains intermixed with Cilician Firs. Remnants of the originally described 
habitat of this species first protected by Hadrian occur in the Ja (JAJ), Ammouaa (A-moo-wa) and Karm Shbat Reserves in 
the Akkar District. The El Shouf Nature Reserve is the largest of that district, though the Wadi Kadisha is the site of the most 
famous groves, which occur on Mt. Makmel near Bsharri, as well as on a namesake mountain that is the highest point in the 
Levant. FTP, name these durable trees depicted on the flag of that nation, Lebanon. 

Answer: Cedars of Mt. Lebanon 

24. The Tantramar Marshes, which lie northeast of this body of water, are attributed to a giant mythological beaver 
slapping his tail in it. That beaver, which was really the deity Glooscap in disguise, dwelled on its Cape Blomedon 
(BLOW-me-don). The fossiliferous Wasson’s Bluff and the Five Islands Fault lies along a section of its coast known as 
the Parrsboro Shore which extends from the Apple River to the Portaupique (por-taw-PEEK) River, and which are 
known as the “cliffs of” this place. The Cobequid Mountains line that section of coast on Minas Basin. An international park 
which was a popular retreat for the Roosevelts lies on Campobello Island at the entrance to this body of water whose 
northwesternmost extension is Passamaquoddy (pa-sa-ma-KWO-dee) Bay. A phenomenon associated with the mushroom-
shaped Hopewell Rocks and the Old Sow whirlpool in this body of water is also responsible for a bore on the St. John River 
which causes its reversing falls. Truro and Annapolis Royal lie on, FTP, what Canadian bay noted for its extreme tidal 
fluctuations? 

Answer: Bay of Fundy 

25. The first novel written in the language of this people group was the Feso. Families of this ethnic group dwell in 
roundhouses known as musha guarded by statues known as mutupo. These inventors of the percussion keyboard 
mbira practice a type of dance called the amabhiza (a-ma-VI-sa). The Ndau dialect of this people group contains 
unique borrowings from Khoisan languages and Nguni, and dwells along the lower basin of the Odzi. The stone city 
Makungubwe (ma-kun-GUB-way) may be a creation of their Kalanga subgroup, who were mostly absorbed by the Zuzuru. 
Another group occupying the highlands around Mt. Nyangane (nyan-GA-nee) and south of the Pungue (PUNG-way) River 
have considered themselves separate from this people group due to their preferred status during colonial days, the Manyika. 
Most of this ethnic group lives north of the Lundi River, including in Kadoba and Milundera (mee-lun-DE-ra), which lie to 
the east of the lands of the Ndebele (n-de-BE-le). FTP, name Zimbabwe’s most populous ethnic group. 

Answer: Shona 

 



26. Breaches such as the Kasilamaka (ka-see-la-MA-ka) Passage in these islands form barriers to spirit-possession, and 
their inhabitants believe life begins with possession by spirits from Tuma. A calendar in use in these islands consists of 
10 fixed lunar cycles and three which constitute “free time,” and begins with the Milamak Festival. Inhabitants of 
houses known as bakumatula (ba-ku-ma-TOO-la) use a form of notched banana leaf as currency in these islands. Other 
members on these islands acquire prestige via the filling of yam-storage towers. A leader on this island who was 
controversially referred to as “universal brother-in-law” traditionally dwells at Omarakana (o-ma-ra-KA-na) Village, which is 
found at the center of a soulava-based clockwise and mwali-based counterclockwise shell trading system which includes 
Kaileuna and Vakuta, but is also practiced by the Muyuw and Dobuan peoples. FTP, name this archipelago which practices a 
type of cricket as a substitute for war, whose kula ring exchange was made famous by Bronislaw Malinowski’s (BRO-ni-
swaf ma-li-NOF-skis) Argonauts of the Western Pacific, administered from Kiriwina (kee-ree-WEE-na). 

Answer: Trobriand Islands (accept Kiriwina Islands until mentioned). 

27. This location is currently the southern limit of the influence of the northern Tekna people, though the southern Oulad 
Tidrarin people also claim this place. The Sebja Arryd (SEB-ja a-RID) is a salt plain inland and directly east of this 
location. The underwater Nwayfadh (NWAY-fath), Chtoukane (shtoo-KA-nay) and Cordero canyons lie off this 
promontory. A poem by Fernando Pessoa (PE-sho-wa) states that “who wants to pass (this location) / Must also pass 
beyond pain.” The first modern explorers to do so fought a battle at Angra dos Cavalos south of this location. This place 
which claimed the American brig Commerce was first called Abu Khatar, or “father of danger,” and is found between Tafaya 
and the port of Dakhla. Gil Eanes successfully rounded this location known for its rocky shoals and sharp reefs, in 1434. 
FTP, name this cape known for disappearing ships, an early target of Henry the Navigator, now located in the Western 
Sahara south of El Aaiun. 

Answer: Cape Bojador 

28. This city’s slums of Naqqasha (na-KA-sha) and Kudai are home to its large Burmese community. Two springs, the Al-
Azizziyah (al-a-zi-ZEE-yah) and the Zubaydah (zoo-BAY-dah) are the source of this city’s water. An ancient 
cemetery, the Jannat al-Mualla (ja-NAT al-MWA-la) was recently razed in this city. This city has greatly expanded 
through four gaps in its surrounding mountains, which include Jabal Qu’ayq’an (ja-BAL ku-AYK-an) and Mt Abu Qubays 
(a-BOO koo-BAYS) on its western approaches. The hills of Marwa and Safa are found at the center of this city that is 
overlooked from the south by the cavernous Mt. Thawr. The ‘umra is a pilgrimage to this city that has installed a seasonal 
mass transport system to Mt. Arafat and Mina. A giant clock tower, the tallest in the world, part of the Abraj al-Bayt stands 
over a structure which contains the well of Zamzam and a meteorite held together by a gold band in this city’s Haram 
Mosque. FTP, name this target city of the Hajj containing the Kaaba, the holiest city in Islam. 

Answer: Mecca 

29. A route to a pilgrimage site in this region is lined with linden trees decorated with carved figurines of Mary and 
focuses on a coral pink basilica with a movable pipe organ. This district is home a rotary bridge in Giżycko (ghi-
ZHITS-ko). A route through this region is the Ruciane-Nida (roo-TSYA-nay nee-DA) trail, and a canal within it 
passes from Węgorzewo (vem-go-ZHE-vo) to Pisz (PISH). This district’s Łuknajno (wuk-NAY-no) Reserve protects 
Europe’s largest summer population of wild swans. Gim and Leleskie (le-LES-kye)  are two of the east-west features with 
which this district is associated; the remainder, including Maroż (ma-ROZH) and Dłużek (DWU-zhek) trend north-south and 
are dammed by terminal moraines like the Dalewska (da-LEV-ska) Hill. An abandoned bunker complex in this region’s city 
of Kętrzyn (kent-ZHEEN) is known as the Wolf’s Lair. This region also saw two battles, including one between Generals 
Rennenkampf and Hindenberg in World War I. FTP, name this region containing the cities of Ełk (EWK), Olsztyn (OL-
shten) and Elbąg that forms a voivodeship (voi-VOD-ship) with Warmia (var-MEE-ya) that contains Lake Śniardwy 
(SNYAR-dvee), Poland’s largest lake. 

Answer: Mazurian Lakes (prompt on “Mazurian-Warmiam” Voivodeship) 

30. This body of water was known to the Greeks as Lychnitis (lik-NEE-tis). Vanadium pollution from the Sotk Gold Mine 
on its southeastern shores has recently affected its Masrik inflow and contributed to the disappearance of its endemic 
bojak and bakhtakh trout. The orientation of the Areguniats (a-re-GOON-yats) Mountains is responsible for a 
persistent fog that shrouds its northern shore in the summer. A vision of 12 figures crossing this lake is the story behind the 
founding of its Astvatsatsin (ast-va-TSA-tsin) Monastery by St. Merob Mashtots. A tunnel to the Arpa River has stabilized 
the fall in its water levels caused by hydroelectric plants built on the Hrazdan. This central feature of its nation’s Gegharkunik 
(ge-gar-KOO-nik) Province makes up one sixth of that nation’s area, and is one of its historic “seas,” the only one remaining 
within its borders. FTP, name this lake drained by the Aras River, the largest in the Caucasus Region, located in Armenia. 

Answer: Lake Sevan 



Tiebreakers 

31. Taylor’s Mistake is a bay to the east of this city named for a vessel that ran aground near Godley Head. This city’s 
Riccarton Estate protects an important floodplain forest area in this city whose main zoo is the Orana Wildlife Park. 
Cavendish Bluff overlooks Governor’s Bay and the Banks Peninsula to the south of this city. This city’s historic Isaac 
Theatre Royal re-opened in 2014. New Regent Street is an important market district in this city, though many of this city’s 
businesses have recently relocated to its suburb of Sumner. Hagley Park is located on the Avon River in this city whose 
harbor is the city of Lyttleton. This city, which sits on Canterbury Plain, was intended as a model Anglican settlement and 
was named for a college of the University of Oxford. FTP, name this city devastated by an earthquake in 2010 and a mosque 
shooting in 2018, the largest city on the South Island of New Zealand. 

Answer: Christchurch 

32. A sculpture in this city is a pyramid of five 83-foot orange rifles which touch at the tip entitled Eternity. The 
municipality of this city contains the limestone quarries and vineyards of Cricova, and its largest suburb is Durleşti 
(dur-LESH-tee). Lake Valea Morilor lies just west of the center of this city. A Jewish ghetto between Renaşteri (re-na-
SHTE-ree) and Fantalului (fan-ta-LUL-wi) Streets in this city was the target of a 1903 pogrom whose victims rest in its 
Alunelul (a-loo-NE-lool) Park, and its sector of Buiucani (boo-yoo-TSA-ni) has the largest Jewish cemetery in Europe. This 
city’s tallest skyscrapers are lined up along Dacia (DAK-ya) Boulevard in this city’s Botanica sector. The Holy Gates are this 
city’s Triumphal Arch near a park surrounding the Cathedral of Christ’s Nativity is this city’s center named for Stefan çel 
Mare (ste-FAN chel MA-ray). A legislative body that met in its Sfatul Ţării (SFA-tul TSA-ri) palace proclaimed its nation 
independent. FTP, name this chief city of the Bac River, the capital of Moldova. 

Answer: Chişinau or Kishinev 

33. Stefan Liess discovered a tripole in the atmosphere above this physiographic region negatively correlating to the 
southern nodes of the El Nino-Southern Oscillation phenomenon. The ancestral homeland of the Ugric-speaking 
peoples is in this region centering on the village of Khanti-Mansiysk. A plain known as the Saryarqa (sar-YAR-ka) and 
the Torghay Plateau bounding this region to the south are classified as steppe, and its northwestern end abuts the Yamal 
Peninsula. This region’s largest population center is the city of Surgut. The autonomous okrug of Yugra is located in the 
center of this region whose wind pulses are strong predictors of sand storms in the Gobi Desert. Covered by Taiga, the Ob 
and Irtysh Rivers meet at this region’s center. Located north of the population centers of Omsk and Novosibirsk (no-vo-si-
BIRSK), FTP, name this source of most of Russia’s natural gas deposits, a vast flatland region east of the Urals. 

Answer: West Siberian Plain or Zapadno-Sibirskaya Ravnina or West Siberian Taiga (until Taiga is mentioned) Anti-prompt on 
“Yamalia,” “Yugra” or “Khantiya-Mansiya” before stated by asking “What region contains that division” 


